Abstract-Annotations have been formally introduced into Java since Java 5. Since then, annotations have been widely used by the Java community for different purposes, such as compiler guidance and runtime processing. Despite the ever-growing use, there is still limited empirical knowledge about the actual usage of annotations in practice, the changes made to annotations during software evolution, and the potential impact of annotations on code quality. To fill this gap, we perform the first large-scale empirical study about Java annotations on 1,094 notable open-source projects hosted on GitHub. Our study systematically investigates annotation usage, annotation evolution, and annotation impact, and generates 10 novel and important findings. We also present the implications of our findings, which shed light for developers, researchers, tool builders, and language or library designers in order to improve all facets of Java annotation engineering.
INTRODUCTION
In programming languages, annotations are constructs for declaratively associating additional metadata information to program elements. In Java, they have been formally introduced since Java 5 [18] . The additional metadata information can be used for different purposes, such as the three possible uses pointed out by Java official tutorial [40] : guidance for the compiler, compile-time or deploymenttime processing, and runtime processing. Besides, it is also widely known that many industry frameworks such as Spring, Hibernate, and JUnit use annotations to customize program behaviours. In academia, there also exist tools or frameworks which make use of compile time annotation processing to enforce stronger type checking [43] or generate code [54] .
Despite the massive use of annotations among the Java community since its introduction, there is still limited empirical evidence about the actual usage of annotations in practice (annotation usage), the changes made to annotations during the life-cycle (annotation evolution), and the actual impact of using annotations on code quality (annotation impact). Studying these questions is essential for researchers to better understand the Java annotation language feature, for developers to improve their annotation skills, for language or library designers to improve their annotation designs, and for tool builders to come up with tools for helping developers use annotations.
In this paper, we perform a large-scale empirical study about Java annotation. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to be really large scale, based on a corpus of 1,094 notable open-source projects hosted on GitHub. For studying annotation usage, we investigate the density of annotations in the code, what kinds of developers use annotations, and what types of values are used to configure annotations. For studying annotation evolution, we separate code dependent annotation changes (changes that are related with other code change) from code independent annotation changes (changes that are not related with other code changes), and study the characteristics of different kinds of code independent annotation changes. For studying annotation impact, we use regression model to explore the correlation between use of annotations and code quality.
Our large scale study enables us to identify 10 major findings that have important implications for software engineering. These findings and their implications are summarized in Table 1 .
Overall, the contributions of this paper are:
• We performed the first large-scale and systematic empirical study about Java annotation on 1,094 notable open-source Java projects hosted on GitHub.
• We presented 10 novel and important empirical findings about Java annotation usage, annotation evolution, and annotation impact. We also presented 10 implications from our findings to help developers, researchers, tool builders, and language or library designers involved in annotation engineering.
• We made the collected dataset publicly available for future research on this topic (https://github.com/ zhongxingyu/Java-Annotation-Study).
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. We first present background about Java annotation in Section 2. Section 3 explains the methodology for data collection and analysis. In Section 4, Section 5, and Section 6, we give detailed results of our study about annotation usage, annotation evolution, and annotation impact respectively. Section 7 discusses threats to validity, followed by Section 8 which gives some closely related work. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 9. Annotation Usage (Section 4) Implication (1) In our corpus, the median value of annotations per project, per LOC (file unit), and per annotated program element is 1,707, 0.04, and 1 respectively, but the maximal values can be extremely large for all the three metrics. In particular, some developers tend to use heavily repeated annotations to encode processing logic for complex conditions.
(1) Using annotations is pervasive in practice and annotations are used reasonably most often, but can be overused occasionally (such as using repeating annotations heavily). IDE can warn developers if annotations are overused, and the numerical data summarized in this paper and detailed online can be referenced to set the thresholds. (2) There exists a strong relationship between using annotations and developer ownership, and developers with high ownership of a file are more likely to use annotations.
(2) Using annotation requires good understanding of both the annotation and the annotated code. Better tutorials and dedicated training would help novice developers (with low ownership) to more use annotations. (3) Nearly three-quarter (73.71%) of the assigned annotation values are typed as String, and the String content could actually be better typed (for instance, as Class or Primitive) in some cases. One important reason is that some annotation members are wrongly designed as String type.
(3) Developers could better benefit from static type checking with better annotation design. This calls for better support in IDEs to identify bad smell in annotation design and to suggest appropriate refactorings.
Annotation Evolution (Section 5)
Implication (4) Annotations are actively maintained. Most annotation changes are consistent changes together with other code changes, but there also exists a non-neglectable percentage (5.39%-13.43%) of annotation changes that are independent of other code changes.
(4) The current practice of using annotations is not good enough and some developers tend to use annotations in a subjective and arbitrary way, introducing annotation problems. Developers take efforts to address the problems as after-thoughts, calling for dedicated tool that can support the process of systematic annotation testing. (5) For annotation add changes, three major reasons are clearing IDE warning (31.5% ), clarifying specific facts about usage (33.6%), and introducing new feature (25.5%). There also exist some annotation move changes, which inconsistently move between outer and nested program elements.
(5) As after-thoughts, developers actively add annotations to the existing program elements to improve code readability and quality. When the annotations are effective, there sometimes exists a confusion about whether to put an annotation on the outer program element or the nested program element. (6) For annotation deletion changes, three major reasons are inconsistent (31.5%), redundant (15.4%), and wrong (24.5%) annotations. Some redundant annotations can (easily) be identified by checking the attribute of the annotated program element. Most wrong annotations are related with nullability analysis, dependency injection, mapping and data binding, and concurrency.
(6) Tools can do static analysis to detect annotation bad smells: for instance some redundant annotations can be found with specific templates about unnecessary usage scenarios. Annotation testing is important, in particular for those kinds of annotations that can easily get wrong according to our finding.
(7) For annotation replacement changes, 32.3% of them are switching to opposite annotations and 19.79% of them are switching to "same name" annotations from other libraries.
(7) There exists the prospect of automatically detecting and repairing annotation bugs that use opposite annotations of the correct ones, and unified standardization for popular annotations with different API providers will be beneficial. (8) For annotation value update changes, four typical update behaviors are overriding or restoring default value (28.4%), improving string of static text (23.9%), correcting string of code (11.7%), and correcting string of class name (10.4%).
(8) Testing annotations should pay special attention to annotation members with default values (especially boolean type members) and String type annotation members that contain code as the content. Advanced IDE could also highlight potential syntax problems with code used as (String type) annotation value. (9) For code independent annotation changes, most of them (81.78%) change in the "Group Change" manner, i.e., multiple exactly same annotation changes happen in a single commit.
(9) We envision annotation change recommendation tools to help developers with the annotation change process. For instance, by analyzing some manually finished changes or recent changes, they could recommend the remaining changes to be done. Annotation Impact(Section 6) Implication (10) There exists a small but significant relationship between annotation uses and code error-proneness: Java code with annotations tends to be less error-prone. The relationship is larger for bigger files as well as for files with fewer developers and commits.
(10) Java annotations in general should be encouraged to use as it can potentially lead to an improvement in software quality.
BACKGROUND

Motivation for Annotation
The need for metadata information about source code in Java has been around for quite a while, and the Java platform provides some ad-hoc annotation mechanisms to provide metadata traditionally. For instance, the marker interface and the @deprecated javadoc tag have both been widely used by developers. While these existing adhoc annotation mechanisms are useful, they sometimes do not generalize and scale well. To formalize and standardize the use of metadata in Java, Java 5 formally introduced annotation as a syntactic feature [18] .
Annotation Definition and Use
Before the use of an annotation, it should first be declared. The declaration of an annotation type is similar to the declaration of an interface type, and the compilers use keyword //meta−a n n o t a t i o n s , e . g . , @Retention , @Target < m o d i f i e r s > @ i n t e r f a c e < a n n o t a t i o n−type−name> { // a n n o t a t i o n type body method ( i ) : < r e t u r n type ><method name>< d e f a u l t value > } @interface to recognize it. Figure 1 shows the format of a typical annotation type declaration, which mainly includes use of some meta-annotations and declaration of an annotation type body.
Meta-annotations are annotation types designed for annotating other annotation type declarations, and built-in meta-annotations which define the basic property and usage scenario of the declared annotation type are typically used. For example, meta-annotation @Target is used to specify the targeted kinds of program elements for an annotation @Target ( TYPE ) @RunWith ( value=Spring @Retention (RUNTIME)
ClassRunner . c l a s s ) p u b l i c @ i n t e r f a c e RunWith { c l a s s S p r i n g T e s t s { Class <?> value ( ) ; <−> // t e s t code } } Fig. 3 : The Source Code and Use Case for the JUnit Annotation @RunWith.
type. Initially, annotations are only allowed to annotate the program element declarations, but the application on type use is allowed since Java 8 [19] . For another example, meta-annotation @Retention determines at what point annotations should be discarded. The annotations can be kept only on the source file, or kept on the binary class file, or even available at runtime. The annotation type body can be empty or contain a set of method declarations. Each declared method, if any, is a member of the declared annotation type and should not have any parameters or a throws clause. In addition, the method can possibly have default values and the return types should only be primitives, String, Class, enums, annotations, and arrays of the preceding types [18] .
Developers can use annotations declared by the Java platform (called built-in annotations), third-party libraries or declare annotations themselves (called custom annotations). To use an annotation in the code, it should be put on program elements allowed by this annotation and the value given to the annotation, if exists, takes the form of methodvalue pairs. Besides, the value given to each method must be a compile time constant. For example, Figure 2 shows the declaration and use case for the built-in annotation @Override. According to the meta-annotation @Target, @Override can only be used to annotate method declaration. For another example, Figure 3 shows the declaration and use case for the JUnit framework annotation @RunWith. This annotation can be used to annotate type declaration according to the meta-annotation @Target, and has a method named value which is embodied with constant SpringClassRunner.class in this example.
Annotation Processing
There are several different ways to process annotations so that they take effect.
During the compile time, the Java platform provides a compiler-plugin mechanism to deal with annotations. An annotation processor for a specific annotation can be first defined and plugged to the compilation process, and then the compiler will inspect the codebase against the presence of the annotation and respond according to the processing procedure specified in the annotation processor. For example, the annotation processor for @Override will check whether the method hashCode() in Figure 2 is really an override method, and cause a compile error if not. If the annotations are not discarded after the compilation process and are kept in the compiled class files, the annotation metadata can be used for byte-code level post processing. Finally, for those annotations that are set to be available at runtime, reflection can be used to retrieve the annotation metadata and the program behaviour can be customized accordingly. For instance, according to the retrieved metadata for the @RunWith annotation in Figure 3 , SpringClassRunner will be used to run the test cases instead of the default JUnit test runner.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
In this section, we describe our methodology to perform our original large-scale study of annotations in Java.
Study Subjects
We use large and popular Java projects hosted in Github as the study subjects. Our project selection process is as follows. We first retrieve all non-fork Java repositories whose stargazers counts (which indicate the popularity of projects) are larger than 100. Then, to avoid inactive projects, we discard projects that do not have a single event of activity within 6 months prior to our data collection date, October 28, 2017 . This leaves us with 5,683 repositories. Next, following the guidance in [29] , we exclude repositories with less than 3 contributors to further focus on the active projects. This leaves us with 4,035 repositories. For the remaining repositories, we prioritize them according to the number of commits. Finally, we use all the 1,094 repositories whose commit numbers are larger than 1,000 as the study subjects. The studied repositories include most well-known Java projects in Github such as android/platform_frameworks_base, apache/hadoop, springprojects/springframeworks, and gradle/gradle, etc. These studied projects cover typical domains such as framework, library, database, middleware, and web utility, etc.
Data Collection
To study annotation usage, annotation evolution, and annotation impact, we need to collect data about annotation uses in different file versions and the bug fixing history associated with each file. We next describe how we collect the data. As this paper focuses mainly on studying annotation use rather than annotation definition, we simply call annotation use as annotation in the latter sections of this paper unless otherwise specified.
Retrieving and Comparing Annotations.
We use the Spoon library [45] to retrieve annotations in a Java file. Spoon is a library that parses source code file into the AST and provides a set of APIs for conducting program analysis. In particular, it has a set of APIs for accessing annotations in the file. For each file, we thus use the APIs to get the annotations in the code.
To study annotation evolution, we need to compare the annotations in different versions of a file. For different file versions, the annotations can be added, deleted, and replaced. Besides, the changes can be just made to values of annotation members. Meanwhile, the annotations can be changed independently or in parallel with the annotated program elements. Consequently, we define and calculate the following 6 kinds of changes. Figure 4 gives an illustration for each of these change kinds.
• ADD_ALL: The new file version adds a new annotation and the annotated program element does not exist in the old file version (i.e., also newly added).
• ADD_ANN: The new file version adds a new annotation and the annotated program element already exists in the old file version.
• DEL_ALL: The new file version deletes an existing annotation and the annotated program element does not exist in the new file version (i.e., also deleted).
• DEL_ANN: The new file version deletes an existing annotation and the annotated program element still exists in the new file version.
• CHANGE: The annotation on a program element has been changed to a different annotation for the same program element in the new file version.
• UPDATE: The annotation on a program element is also on the same program element in the new file version, but the annotation values are different. We use GumTree [15] to determine whether an annotated program element exists in different versions of a file. GumTree is an off-the-shelf, state-of-the-art tree differencing tool that computes AST-level program modifications. The manual evaluation has shown that GumTree produces good outputs that can well explain code changes for 137/144 (95.1%) file pairs, and a large-scale automatic evaluation also shows that it is more accurate than other tree differencing tools in disclosing the essence of code changes [15] . We customize GumTree to output the changes to annotated program elements for different file versions. Note that the annotated program elements can also be updated or moved across different file versions, but we find these cases are relatively rare (see Section 5.1 for related statistics). To simplify, the annotated program element is considered to exist in both versions if it is updated or moved between two file versions in the above definition. In addition, an annotation can move from one program element to another program element. However, we do not explicitly define annotation move changes for two reasons. First, they are rare in practice (see Section 5.2.1 for related statistics). Second, it is difficult to establish the circumstance under which we can view the Gumtree detected annotation move changes as real semantic annotation moves. To achieve this, we would need to manually consider the semantics of both the annotation itself and the annotated code. For instance, suppose GumTree detects that a specific annotation ann on a parameter of method a has moved to a local variable of method b, yet this does not necessarily mean that this is an annotation move change.
Retrieving Project Evolution History. For each source file, our study process needs to parse its different versions and do comparisons. As there will be too many file parsings and parsing result comparisons if we consider the complete evolution history for each project, we thus focus on the evolution history of the past three years to make the time manageable. To download the evolution history of the past three years, we use the git log command git log -after="2014-10-28" -before="2017-10-28" -no-merges -numstat. The command will output all non-merged commits along with the commit log, author date, author name and files that have been changed for each commit. For 21 projects, developers frequently commit to them and the size of the log file from the above command is larger than 15MB, we thus limit the considered commit history to the past one year for them.
Then, we remove changes made to non-java files by checking whether a changed file has the suffix ".java". Meanwhile, we also remove changes made to test files as we focus on annotations in source files in this study. The use of annotations in test files can be different from their uses in source files, and studying its characteristics is out of scope of this paper. To achieve this, we view a file as a test file in case the keyword "test" is present within the file name. For each remaining file changed in a certain commit, we compare annotations in the file version corresponding to this commit with that in the file version corresponding to the previous commit.
Collecting Bug-fixing Commits. To get the bug-fixing commits, we use the method proposed by Mockus et al. [37] to look for error related key words in commit message associated with each commit. First, we use Stanford natural language processing (NLP) tool [34] to convert each commit message to a bag-of-words and lemmatize the bag-of-words. Then, a commit is marked as a bug-fixing commit if the corresponding lemmatized bag-of-words contains at least one of the error related keywords: "error", "bug", "fix", "issue", "fixup", "bugfix", "npe", "mistake", "blunder", "incorrect", "fault", "defect", "flaw", "glitch", "gremlin", and "erroneous". Several previous studies [5] [47] [48] [31] have adopted the same method to identify bug-fixing commits.
As this method in principle is a heuristic, we randomly select 500 commits 1 and manually examine the commit messages to evaluate the accuracy of the above classification. If we are not sure from the commit message, we further examine the source code and linked issues, if exist, to help us understand the purpose of the commit. For 5 commits, we are still not able to determine whether they are bugfixing commits or not. Out of the remaining 495 commits, 470 have been classified correctly (95%) and 25 commits (5%) have been classified incorrectly-16 false negatives and 1. For the top 100 projects in terms of commit number, we randomly select 5 commits for each project. 9 false positives. Overall, the accuracy of the approach is considered acceptable.
Statistical Methods
Our study involves a large amount of data, thus we seek to use statistical methods to analyze the data.
First, boxplots are used to visually display the distributions of different populations. The visual results are further confirmed using the non parametric Wilcoxon test, and the test results are interpreted using the p-values, which indicates the probability of a hypothesis being true by chance.
Second, to evaluate annotation impact, we use regression model to establish the correlation between annotation and the occurrence of faults in the history of a file. The response variable in the model is nbbug, which is the number of estimated bug-fixing commits associated with a file during the commit history we considered. Our interested experimental variable is nbAnnotation, which we define as the average number of annotations across all the versions of a file during the considered commit history. For instance, suppose a file has 3 versions during the 3 years of commit history, and the first, second, and third version has 10, 14, and 18 annotations respectively, then the value of nbAnnotation for this file will be 14. When using regression models, it is important to control the confounding factors. Following previous studies [5] , [8] , [48] , we use the following 3 control measures, codesize: the average size of the file (in terms of LOC) across all the versions of the file during the considered commit history. Previous study [12] has shown that the size of the file is strongly correlated with the occurrence of defects in the file. In our model, we log-transform this control measure as it exhibits a log-linear distribution and is not strictly a count variable, and it has been shown that doing so can stabilize the variance and improve model fit [7] , [48] .
nbCommit: the number of commits made to the file during the considered commit history. In general, it has been shown that the more commits made to a file, the more likely errors can be introduced [38] . . nbDev: the number of developers that have made commits to the file during the commit history we considered. Earlier study has shown that the number of developers has an impact on the delivered quality of the software [46] .
When establishing the regression model, a special challenge arising for our data is that a large number of files do not have any bug-fixing commits during the commit history we considered, i.e., the number of zero values overwhelms the non-zero values. If we fit a single regression model to the entire data collected, the results may be biased as it implicitly assumes that both the zero-defect and non-zero defect data come from the same distribution, which can be untrue.
To deal with this issue, we use hurdle regression model [24] , which helps handle data with excess zeros and overdispersion. The hurdle regression model is a two-part model that specifies one process for zero counts (called hurdle model) and another process for positive counts (called count model). For our case, the hurdle model models the effect of passing from zero defect count to non-zero defect count, and the count model models the effect of going from one non-zero count to another non-zero count. In general, the two models use nonlinear multiple regression with different linking functions. In this paper, we use the default setting, which uses binomial regression for the hurdle model and poisson regression for the count model.
RESULTS ON ANNOTATION USAGE
In this section, we study several questions about annotation usage, including density of annotations, users of annotations, and assigned annotation values for annotation members.
Density of Annotations
We first want to see whether annotations are actually widely used by developers in practice. For the newest versions of the studied 1,094 projects, we observe that each of them has at least one annotation and there are 5,236,822 annotations in total. Figure 5a shows the density plot of the number of annotations for the 1,094 projects. It can be seen from the figure that most projects use a moderate number of annotations and a few projects use an extremely large number of annotations. More specifically, the minimum, 1st quartile, median, 3rd quartile, and maximum number of used annotations is 1, 763, 1,707, 4,413, and 298,284 respectively. Overall, we can conclude that the use of annotations is pervasive in modern software development process, which is in line with results of previous studies [11] , [50] .
A potential concern arises from Figure 5a is whether annotations will be overused in practice, which is widely considered bad as it can reduce the readability and even maintainability of the code [21] , [28] , [42] , [49] . To check this, we further calculate the value of annotation per line of code for each file, i.e., the number of annotations divided by the number of lines of code in a file. Figure 5b shows the density plot of the calculated value across all the 1,116,914 files for the studied 1,094 projects. We can see from the figure that the value is between 0.0 and 0.2 for most files, but can be larger than 0.5 or even close to 1.0 for some files. The minimum, 1st quartile, median, 3rd quartile, and maximum value is 0.0, 0.0, 0.04, 0.11, and 0.97 respectively. In particular, among the 1,116,914 files, the value is 0.0 for 380,770 files (34.1%) and larger than 0.5 for 15,521 files (1.4%). If the value is larger than 0.5, it implies that there are more annotations than other code for a certain file. From these data, we can see that while one third of the files do not use a single annotation and most of the files have a reasonable value of annotation per LOC, a few files have an extremely large value of annotation per LOC and thus suffer from the "annotation-overuse" problem.
In addition, we also calculate the number of annotations per annotated program element and Table 2 shows the result. We can see that most annotated program elements have 1 or 2 annotations (4,409,525 cases, 98.8%), but a few of them (2,978 cases) have more than 5 annotations. The maximal number of annotations on a single program element is 41, which is surely too extreme. These data again verify that annotations can be overused occasionally in practice.
In particular, we are surprised that a single program element can be annotated with so many annotations sometimes. To see the possible reason, we manually studied the 42 scenarios in Table 2 for which a program element is annotated with greater than or equal to 10 annotations. We find that for 32 scenarios, a single annotation is used several times with different annotation values (note repeating annotations are allowed as of Java 8). Specifically, for 22 scenarios, more than 80% of all annotation uses are in fact using a certain annotation with different annotation values. For these scenarios where a certain annotation is heavily repeated, annotations are typically used to encode processing logic for complex conditions, and each annotation value corresponds to the processing logic for a specific condition. This kind of annotation usage is considered bad as real program logic is getting blurred by the heavily repeated annotations with different annotation values [28] . The numerical data summarized in this paper and detailed online can be referenced to set the thresholds for preventing heavily repeated annotations in particular, and annotation overuse in general. Finding 1: In our corpus, the median value of annotations per project, per LOC (file unit), and per annotated program element is 1,707, 0.04, and 1 respectively, but the maximal values can be extremely large for all the three metrics. In particular, some developers tend to use heavily repeated annotations to encode processing logic for complex conditions. Implication 1: Using annotations is pervasive in practice and annotations are used reasonably most often, but can be overused occasionally (such as using repeating annotations heavily). IDE can warn developers if annotations are overused, and the numerical data summarized in this paper and detailed online can be referenced to set the thresholds.
Users of Annotations
Annotation is a relatively new language feature and it is not straight-forward to use it. It is reasonable to infer that developers who use annotations in general are familiar with the code and have a good conceptual understanding of the logic behind the code. Translating it into the concepts of collaborative software engineering [46] , the expectation is that for a specific file f, developers who use annotations on it have a higher ownership of it than others who do not use annotations. We thus explore the relationship between ownership and using annotation, and see whether the relationship is as expected. To explore the relationship, we first calculate the ownership of developers for each developer-file pair. Following the previous measure of ownership [4] , we calculate it as the percentage of changes made to a file by a certain developer. For instance, if there are 20 commits made to a specific file f during its life-cycle and a single developer d made 12 commits, then the ownership of d for f is 0.6. After calculating the ownership, for a certain file f, we then separate all developers for it into two groups: one group contains developers who have used annotations and the other group contains developers who have not used annotations. If a developer has once added, deleted, or modified annotations (i.e.,the developer has made some of the 6 annotation change types defined in Section 3.2), this developer is considered to have used annotations. If any of the two groups is empty, we omit the file from our analysis. Finally, we calculate the median ownership of each group of developers for each file.
The result is shown in Figure 6a . From the boxplot, we can clearly see that developers who have used annotations are associated with higher ownership. The 1st quartile, median, 3rd quartile value of ownership for developers who have used annotations is 0.26, 0.42, and 0.50 respectively, whereas the corresponding value for developers who have not used annotations is 0.14, 0.25, and 0.44 respectively. The clear visual impression is confirmed by Wilcoxon test, which shows that the difference between the two groups is significant (p-value less than 2.2*e −16 ). Overall, the results support the expectation that developers who use annotations on the code have a higher ownership of it than others who do not use annotations.
While developers who use annotations on a file have a higher ownership of it, this may simply because they make more commits to the file and not because the knowledge required for using annotations on the file. To further investigate this, for each developer d of a certain file f, we additionally calculate d's AnnotationUseRate with regard to f, defined as the number of commits that have used annotations across the total number of commits that d has made to f. For instance, if d has made 10 commits to f and 3 commits have used annotations, then the AnnotationUseRate with regard to f is 0.3 for d. Then, we calculate the median ownerships for all developers of f and separate the developers into two groups, one group contains developers whose ownership is larger than the median value and the other group opposite. If a file has a single developer or has not used any annotations during its life-cycle, we omit the file from our analysis. Finally, we calculate the average AnnotationUseRate of each group of developers for each file.
The result is shown in Figure 6b . We can obviously see from the boxplot that developers with higher ownership have larger annotation use rate. The 1st quartile, median, 3rd quartile value of annotation use rate for developers with high ownership is 0.00, 0.17, and 0.50 respectively, and the corresponding value for developers with low ownership is 0.00, 0.00, and 0.25 respectively. The visual impression is again confirmed by Wilcoxon test. These results suggest that compared to developers with lower ownership of a file, developers with higher ownership of the file are more knowledgeable about using annotations in the file and consequently are much more likely to use annotations.
Finding 2:
There exists a strong relationship between using annotations and developer ownership, and developers with high ownership of a file are more likely to use annotations. Implication 2: Using annotation requires good understanding of both the annotation and the annotated code. Better tutorials and dedicated training would help novice developers (with low ownership) to more use annotations.
Annotation Values
While some annotations do not have any annotation members (called marker annotations), others allow developers to explicitly specify values for annotation members so that more metadata information can be encoded. One important aspect pertaining to annotation uses is correctly specifying annotation values for the corresponding annotation members, otherwise unexpected program behavior may happen.
With regard to all the 5,236,822 annotations for the newest versions of the studied projects, annotation values have been explicitly specified for 965,777 annotations. Table 3 shows the summary of different types of assigned annotation values. In this table, the Value Type column shows the type of assigned values, the Frequency and Percentage columns give the actual number and percentage for each value type respectively, and finally the #Annotations column shows the number of annotations that each value type is involved. Note that multiple values of the same or different types can be assigned to a single annotation. Besides, if the assigned value is an array of a certain type T, it is deemed that a single value of type T is used. We identity value types as follows: String values start with ", primitive values are matched with regular expression, Class values end with .class, and annotation values starts with @. It may happen that annotation values for these 4 value types are set with constant variables. If this happens, we are not able to know their exact types and distinguish them from enum types as more advanced whole program analysis is required. For these cases, we show them as "Unknown" in Table 3 . Our manual examination of a sample of 200 values with Table 3 that nearly three-quarter (73.71%) of the assigned values are of type String. We randomly browse some String contents (i.e., the actual characters inside the double quotation marks "") and find that a non-small percentage of the String contents seem to be values of other types. As compilers cannot do type check for String contents, it is considered bad to assign an value as String if the value could actually be typed as primitive, Class, enum, or annotation. For instance, if developers assign a class name as String content (which in fact could be typed as Class), it is easy to make typo error when writing the name and moreover, the name could be changed due to code refactoring and it is common for developers to forget to update the String content of the name. Our result in Section 5.2.4 suggests that developers frequently make these mistakes.
To investigate this problem, we use regular expressions for primitive value, annotation, and fully qualified Java class name (we confine it to have at least two dots) to match the String content and the matching result is given in Table 4 . The Frequency column gives the number that the String content matches with each matching type, and the #Annotations and #Members columns show the number of annotations and annotation members that each successful matching type is involved with respectively. Even though the successful matching does not necessarily mean the String content is of a certain matching type and the annotation is wrong (as using annotation can contain rich context information), the large number of matched instances highlights the potential severity of the problem and this leads us to ask an question: are the types of some annotation members wrongly designed as String?
To answer the question, for the involved annotations in Table 4 , we find the source files that define the annotations and read the comments for the involved annotation members to understand the usage scenario of the member and determine whether the designed member type String is correct. For matching type class name (582 annotation members) and primitive (348 annotation members) in Table 4 , we randomly select 100 involved members respectively. Table 5 gives a summary of the result. We can see from the column #Wrong that there are truly many wrongly designed String types. In particular, 49 ideally "Class" type annotation members and 23 ideally "Primitive" type annotation members have been wrongly designed as String type annotation package j a v a x . j d o . a n n o t a t i o n s ; p u b l i c @ i n t e r f a c e Column { . . . / * Whether n u l l v a l u e s a r e allowed t o be i n s e r t e d . * / S t r i n g allowsN ul l ( ) d e f a u l t " " ; ( The a n n o t a t i o n member should use Boolean type ) } ( a )
. . . / * DataSource implementation c l a s s name . * / S t r i n g className ( ) ; ( The a n n o t a t i o n member should use C l a s s type ) } ( b ) S t r i n g Member t h a t Should Use C l a s s Type . members. Figure 7 exemplifies these two kinds of wrongly designed annotation members. We remark there is not too much bias for our manual check. The reason for the wrong design is obvious as the examples in Figure 7 most of time, and we deem it as "Unclear" whenever we are not sure of the judgment. Besides, in theory, it can happen that there exist some project-specific reasons which require certain ideally other type annotation members to be designed as String types. However, we do not find any sign of this during our check of the definitions of the involved annotations and we plan to contact some actual developers for confirmation of this in future. In addition, note even if project-specific reasons can potentially demand that certain annotation members must be of String type, this is bad practice that can incur high annotation maintenance costs as shown in Section 5.2.4.
Finding 3:
Nearly three-quarter (73.71%) of the assigned annotation values are typed as String, and the String content could actually be better typed (for instance, as Class or Primitive) in some cases. One important reason is that some annotation members are wrongly designed as String type. Implication 3: Developers could better benefit from static type checking with better annotation design. This calls for better support in IDEs to identify bad smell in annotation design and to suggest appropriate refactorings.
RESULTS ON ANNOTATION EVOLUTION
Like standard language constructs, annotations are in constant evolution. This section investigates the characteristics of annotation evolution.
Overview of Annotation Evolution
We first want to see whether annotations are actively maintained by developers. To achieve this, we compare the churn rate of annotations with that of the entire code. The code churn rate is measured as Churned LOC/Total LOC [38], We then want to systematically investigate the overall evolution characteristics of annotations. Table 6 gives a summary of the six different change types (defined in Section 3.2) made to annotations during the considered three years of commit history. In this table, the Prevalence and Percentage columns give the actual number and percentage for each change type respectively, and the #Commits column shows the number of unique commits that each change type is involved. From the table, we can see that the two most frequent change types are "ADD_ALL" and "DEL_ALL", which in total have a percentage of 86.57%. These two change types are obviously related with changes to other normal source code. For change type "ADD_ALL", it reflects more about the developer's motivation of using annotations in the program. Compared with the relatively small percentage of change type "ADD_ANN", the large percentage of change type "ADD_ALL" implies that developers tend to decide whether to use annotations directly when they implement the code. For change type "DEL_ALL", it is the by-product of deleting the annotated program elements. Overall, the significantly high percentage of change types "ADD_ALL" and "DEL_ALL" suggests that majority of annotation changes occur in parallel with changes to the annotated program elements, and they belong to code consistent annotation changes, that is, annotation changes that are related with changes to other code.
Compared with code consistent annotation changes, we call annotation changes that are not related with other code changes code independent annotation changes and they are our focus in this paper. Besides change types "ADD_ALL" and "DEL_ALL", the other 4 change types "ADD_ANN", "DEL_ANN ", "CHANGE", and "UPDATE" are likely to reflect more directly developers' concerns over the annotations (missing annotations or problems with existing annotations), and thus are likely to be code independent annotation changes. These 4 change types account for a non-neglectable 13.43% (999,575 instances in total) of all the changes made to annotations, and we view this percentage as the upper bound of code independent annotation changes.
According to our method of calculating the 4 change types, there are some factors that can possibly make the calculated annotation changes code consistent annotation changes. First, among the 999,575 change instances for the 4 change types, the annotated program elements are updated or moved for 161,594 (16.16%) change instances and these instances can possibly be update changes with the annotated program elements. Second, even if the annotated program elements do not update or move, the annotation changes may be related to other code changes in the same or different Java class files in the same commit. To establish the lower bound of code independent annotation changes, we further extract annotation changes in the following way. First, we center on annotation changes associated with classes that only involve changes to annotations, i.e., no changes to other code. As changes to annotations can incur changes to import statements, changes to import statements are not calculated as changes to other code. For change types "ADD_ANN", "DEL_ANN ", "CHANGE", and "UPDATE", there are 272,964, 121,379, 117,293, and 75,273 annotation change instances respectively for which an associated class involves changes to other code (the total number is 586,909). After this step, we have 412,666 (999,575-586,909) remaining annotation changes. Second, we further exclude 10,368 annotation changes for which the class associated with the annotation change uses another class that is changed in the same commit. For example, the associated class inherits another changed class in the same commit or uses the changed class as an annotation value. Finally, we have 402,298 change instances left, which we believe should be code independent annotation changes in general and account for 5.39% of all the changes made to annotations. We view this percentage as the lower bound of code independent annotation changes.
Overall, the existence of a non-neglectable percentage (5.39%-13.43%) of code independent annotation changes suggests that the current developer practice of using annotations in the code is not good enough and some developers tend to use annotations in a subjective and arbitrary way, introducing problems related with annotations (missing annotations or issues with existing annotations). After detecting the annotation problems, developers take efforts to address them as after-thoughts. This shows the importance of systematic testing of annotation behaviours and dedicated tool that can help the systematic testing process would be extremely helpful.
Finding 4:
Annotations are actively maintained. Most annotation changes are consistent changes together with other code changes, but there also exists a non-neglectable percentage (5.39%-13.43%) of annotation changes that are independent of other code changes. Implication 4: The current practice of using annotations is not good enough and some developers tend to use annotations in a subjective and arbitrary way, introducing annotation problems. Developers take efforts to address the annotation problems as afterthoughts, calling for dedicated tool that can support the process of systematic annotation testing.
Details of Code Independent Annotation Changes
To further study the characteristics of code independent annotation changes, we sample some change instances for the 4 change types from the extracted 402,298 change instances and study them in detail. Taking the prevalence of each change type into account, to achieve 95% confidence level and ±5% confidence interval, we need to sample 384, 381, 382, and 382 change instances for change types "ADD_ANN", "DEL_ANN", "CHANGE", and "UPDATE" respectively. As the required sample size for each change type is nearly the same, we conservatively sample 384 (the maximum value of the four numbers) change instances for each change type. Note the sample with a larger sample size can also guarantee the targeted 95% confidence level and ±5% confidence interval. For change types "ADD_ANN" and "DEL_ANN", we focus on studying the reason behind the annotation change behaviors. To achieve this, we collectively study the usage of the involved annotations, the annotated program elements, and the commit message. Whenever we are not clear about the reasons, we classify them to "Unknown". We remark that for the majority of the annotations involved in these two change types, we are familiar with their usage and the threats to validity are minor.
Annotation Addition
For change type "ADD_ANN", we observe that there are three major reasons behind the change behaviors for the sampled 384 change instances and Table 7 gives a summary of the reasons.
Clear IDE warning. Among the 384 sampled instances for change type "ADD_ANN", 31.5% (121) of them are clearing the warnings raised by the IDE. In particular, there are 61, 49, 7, and 4 change instances for the annotations @SuppressWarnings, @Override, @SuppressLint, and @SafeVarargs respectively.
Clarify specific facts about usage. In addition, 33.6% (129) of the sampled change instances for change type "ADD_ANN" are clarifying specific facts about usage of the annotated elements. These facts are majorly concerned with the scopes and conditions for the usages of the annotated elements, and Table 8 gives a summary of the involved annotations. We can see from the table that the most frequently involved annotation is @Deprecated, which specifies that the annotated program element is discouraged from using (either because it is dangerous or because there exists a better alternative). By clarifying specific facts about usage of the annotated elements through annotations, there should be less confusions and the code quality can possible be improved.
Introduce new feature. Lastly, 25.5% (98) of the sampled instances are explicitly introducing new features. These features are concerned with the advanced annotation usages: static code analysis (58 change instances), run-time check (18 change instances), mapping and data binding (with HTTP request, XML file, JSON files, command line parameter, and databases, etc., 12 change instances), depen- Annotation  #Number  Annotation  #Number  @Deprecated  80  @Incubating  2  @Beta  9  @Unstable  2  @ThreadSafe  5  @SystemLevel  2  @Internal  5  @Private  2  @NotThreadSafe  4  @TestApi  2 dency injection (6 change instances), and code generation (4 change instances). The most frequently involved new code feature is static code analysis, due to the widely used and needed null-pointer analysis and the many nullability related annotations provided by different API providers. Again, these introduced advanced annotations usages could potentially lead to improved code quality and programmer productivity.
In the analyzed samples, we also observe several change behaviours which move the annotation from one program element to another related program element. According to our method of calculating the six different change types defined in Section 3.2, this kind of "move" change will be calculated as one "add" change and one "delete" change. For the sampled 384 change instances for change type "ADD_ANN", 9 are actually annotation move changes. Similarly, 13 of the 384 sampled change instances for change type "DEL_ANN" are actually annotation move changes. Figure 8 gives an example of annotation move change, which moves the @SuppressWarnings annotation from method to class scope. Among the 22 move changes, three most frequently involved annotations are @SuppressWarnings (7 instances), @Produces (3 instances), and @ConditionalOnClass (2 instances). Moreover, Table 9 shows the number of different kinds of move changes. We can see that the most frequently involved change is moving an annotation from method declaration to class declaration (8 instances), but meanwhile the second most frequently involved change is oppositely moving an annotation from class declaration to method declaration (5 instances). Overall, there are 14 move changes that move an annotation from the nested program element to the outer program element and 8 move changes that instead move an annotation from the outer program element to the nested program element. According to the official documentation by oracle for @SuppressWarnings [39] , the general style is using an annotation on the most deeply nested element where it is effective. Our results suggest that some developers do not follow this style. The possible reason can be for code conciseness. For instance, a single @SuppressWarnings annotation on the class declaration can replace many @SuppressWarnings annotations on program elements of the class.
Finding 5:
For annotation add changes, three major reasons are clearing IDE warning (31.5% ), clarifying specific facts about usage (33.6%), and introducing new feature (25.5%). There also exist some annotation move changes, which inconsistently move between outer and nested program elements. Implication 5: As after-thoughts, developers actively add annotations to the existing program elements to improve code readability and quality. When the annotations are effective, there sometimes exists a confusion about whether to put an annotation on the outer program element or the nested program element.
Annotation Deletion
For change type "DEL_ANN", there are also three major reasons which cause the annotation deletion behaviors for the 384 sampled instances and Table 10 gives a summary of the reasons. Inconsistent annotations. Among the 384 sampled instances for the change type "DEL_ANN", 31.5% (121) of them delete the annotation as the annotated code was evolved but the annotation was not updated accordingly. Notably, there are two kinds of annotations that can easily become inconsistent but developers often forget to update them at first. First, annotations that suppress warning information. For instance, suppose a method m 1 previously calls another deprecated method m 2 and m 1 is annotated with @SuppressWarnings("deprecation"). However, m 2 is no longer deprecated in the new code version but the annotation on m 1 is still there. We have observed 93 change instances that are related with annotations for suppressing warnings in our sample (including both @SuppressWarnings and @SuppressLint), and these change instances typically are motivated by IDE warnings. Second, annotations that clarify specific facts about usage. For example, developers sometimes use annotation @Incubating to indicate that the code feature is currently a work-in-progress and may change at any time. However, they may forget to remove the annotation even if the code feature has been improved and finalized. There are 22 change instances that are related with annotations for clarifying specific facts about usage in our sample.
Redundant annotations. Besides, 15.4% (59) of the sampled 384 change instances delete the annotation as the annotation is redundant either at the beginning or because of other code update. In our sampled instances, 13 annotations are deleted as they become redundant as other code update and 46 annotations are deleted as they are redundant at the beginning. Figure 9 gives examples of these two kinds of redundant annotation deletion behaviors. With regard to deleting the redundant annotation because of other code change in Figure 9 (a) , the original commit message is "no longer need to inject references since we are configuration based". In other words, the program uses annotation based dependency injection to inject the services at first and @Reference is used. Later on, the program changes to configuration file based injection, making the annotation @Reference redundant. For deleting the annotation that is redundant at first in Figure 9 (b), there is no need to do null analysis on primitive type (boolean in the example) so that the @NotNull annotation is redundant. In our samples, we observe that there are many similar annotation uses that can easily be identified as unnecessary according to the characteristics of the annotated program element and the purpose of the annotation. In particular, we observe 1) nullability related annotations on primitive types (4 change instances); 2) nullability related annotations on methods that already have null check (2 change instances); 3) nullability related annotations on methods that return void (1 change instance); 4) @Singleton (identify a type that the injector only instantiates once) annotation on abstract class (2 change instances); 5) @Singleton annotation on static class (1 change instance); and 6) @Inject annotation on constructors for abstract classes (3 change instances, redundant as abstract classes cannot be instantiated). For those widely used annotations, tools can establish their unnecessary usage scenarios as redundant annotation templates and use the templates to detect redundant annotations in the code.
Wrong annotations. In addition, 24.5% (93) of the sampled 384 change instances delete the annotation as the annotation is wrong at the beginning. In particular, we observe the following 4 categories of annotations that are frequently used wrongly: annotations related with nullability analysis (27 change instances), annotations related with dependency injection (18 change instances), annotation related with mapping and data binding (9 change instances), and annotations related with concurrency (3 change instances). Figure 10 gives examples of these kinds of wrongly used annotations. The original commit messages for the annotation deletions in Figure 10 (a), (b) , (c), and (d) are "getParent() is a containing directory which is nullable", "AddContactDialogView should not be a singleton", "The constructor for an abstract class is not really a factory", and "Fix Immutable annotation on TrackFileResource" respectively. Overall, the large percentage of wrongly used annotations suggests the importance of testing annotations, in particular testing annotations related with nullability analysis, dependency injection, mapping and data binding, and concurrency. element. Most wrong annotations are related with nullability analysis, dependency injection, mapping and data binding, and concurrency. Implication 6: Tools can do static analysis to detect annotation bad smells: for instance some redundant annotations can be found with specific templates about unnecessary usage scenarios. Annotation testing is important, in particular for those kinds of annotations that can easily get wrong according to our finding.
For change types "CHANGE" and "UPDATE", the annotations exist both before and after the changes have been made and thus contain more specific facts about how the annotations themselves are changed. As a result, we focus on studying the detailed change behaviours for these two change types. Whenever we are not clear about the change behaviors, we classify them to "Unknown".
Annotation Replacement
With regard to change type "CHANGE", we observe two common annotation replacement behaviors in the sampled 384 instances. Table 11 gives a summary of the replacement behaviors and Figure 11 gives examples of them.
Switch to the opposite annotation. Among the 384 change instances for change type "CHANGE", 32.3% (124) of them are replacing one annotation with another annotation that gives opposite metadata. Table 12 shows the observed different kinds of opposite annotation changes and the corresponding frequency. Switching an annotation to its opposite annotation typically implies an "annotation bug", i.e., the information encoded in the annotation metadata is wrong. Compared with other kinds of annotation replacement changes, opposite annotation replacement changes are more tractable and the large percentage of this kind of annotation change suggests an interesting avenue for future research: automatically detecting and repairing annotation bugs that require replacing one annotation with its opposite annotation.
Switch to the "same-name" annotation in another library. In addition, 19.8% (76) of the 384 change instances for change type "CHANGE" are replacing one annotation with another annotation that has the same name but comes from a different library (i.e., a different API provider).
In particular, for the sampled change instances, we have observed that this kind of annotation change happens frequently for nullability related annotations (26 instances, e.g.,@Nullable), serialization or persistence related annotations (9 instances, e.g., @Column), and dependency injection related annotations (8 instances, e.g.,@Inject). For annotations involved in this kind of change, there are typically several API providers that provide different implementations for the same annotations. For instance, jetbrains, android, eclipse, and checkerframework [9] all have their respective implementations for the nullability related annotation @Nullable. The large number of annotation changes in this category suggests that developers are often confused about which specific annotation to use when several API providers all provide an implementation of the annotation, calling for a unified standardization among the community.
Finding 7:
For annotation replacement changes, 32.3% of them are switching to opposite annotations and 19.79% of them are switching to "same name" annotations from other libraries.
Implication 7:
There exists the prospect of automatically detecting and repairing annotation bugs that use opposite annotations of the correct ones, and unified standardization for popular annotations with different API providers will be beneficial.
Annotation Value Update
For change type "UPDATE", we observe 4 different kinds of annotation value update behaviors in the sampled 384 instances. These annotation value update behaviors are summarized in Table 13 and exemplified in Figure 12 .
Correct String of Class Name. Among the 384 change instances for change type "UPDATE", 10.4% (40) of them are correcting the class name represented as String content. The reason behind this kind of update behavior is described in Section 4.3. For the annotation members involved in this kind of update behaviour, it is probably better to design their types as Class and then compilers can type check the class name if developers make typo error or forget to update the class name after code refactoring. Overall, the large percentage of update behaviors in this category further confirms our concern about wrongly designing some annotation members as String type (in our samples, we also observe one change instance which corrects "tyre" with "true" due to wrongly design a boolean type annotation member as String type), and shows that this problem is particularly serious for some annotation members that ideally should be designed as Class type. Correct String of code. Another 11.7% (45) of the 384 change instances for change type "UPDATE" are correcting some source code inside the String. Among the 45 instances in this category, 20 are correcting SQL statement. 13 are correcting regular expression, and 12 are correcting other code. The large percentage of code related update behaviors suggests the importance of testing String type annotation members that contain code as the content. Meanwhile, plenty of these update behaviors are syntax related (e.g., variable or function name change, keyword missing, code structure imbalance, typo, etc). Advanced IDE could try to recognize these code related annotation members (e.g., by checking the structure of String content and searching for code related keyword) and do syntax check to highlight potential problems about the code.
Override or Restore Default Value. In addition, 28.4% (109) of the 384 change instances for change type "UPDATE" are overriding or restoring the default values for some annotation members. Among the 109 instances, 84 instances are overriding the default values (i.e., use new values other than the default values specified in the annotation type declarations) and 25 instances are restoring the default values Besides, we also make an observation about the change manner of code independent annotation changes.
Change Manner-Single Change vs Group Change
We use "Single Change" to refer to the scenario where a specific annotation change (e.g., replacing @Nullable with @Notnull) appears exactly once in a single commit, and we use "Group Change" to refer to the scenario where a specific annotation change appears multiple times in a single commit. We count how many times the "Single Change" and "Group Change" have happened for the sampled instances, and the results are given in Table 14 . For "Group Change", we also calculate the average number of times that a specific annotation change appears in a single commit, and the resultant number is given in the column Average Times.
It can be seen from Table 14 that for any of the 4 change types, most annotation changes are "Group Changes". Across all the 4 change types, 81.78% of the annotation changes are "Group Changes". Moreover, the average number of times that a specific annotation change appears in a single commit is also high, and it is 15.25 across all the 4 change types. For a certain annotation that is changed in "Group Change" manner in a commit, the different annotated program elements for this annotation in general are related in some ways. For instance, the annotated different program elements frequently are different subclasses of a certain superclass or similar members of the different subclasses. For another example, it is also quite common that the annotated different program elements are different overloading methods in the same class or similar members of the overloading methods. This characteristic not only suggests that developers should pay attention to other related program elements when they make changes to annotations for a certain program element, but also shows the feasibility of annotation change recommendation tools. When developers have finished the annotation change for a certain program element, annotation change recommendation tools can use program analysis techniques to analyze the program element involved in the change and search for other related program elements which likely will subject to the same annotation change. For annotation change types "DEL_ANN", "CHANGE", and "UPDATE", the accuracy can further be improved as these three change types involve changes to existing annotations and thus related program elements can further be confined to ones annotated with the existing annotations. This indeed is promising and valuable as we observe that it is quite common that several adjacent commits have exactly same annotation changes that apply to related program elements, which implies that developers frequently forget to make annotation changes for other related program elements when they make annotation changes for certain program elements.
Finding 9:
For code independent annotation changes, most of them (81.78%) change in the "Group Change" manner, i.e., multiple exactly same annotation changes happen in a single commit. Implication 9: We envision annotation change recommendation tools to help developers with the annotation change process. For instance, by analyzing some manually finished changes or recent changes, they could recommend the remaining changes to be done.
RESULTS ON ANNOTATION IMPACT
The annotation metadata is helpful for software development and it is argued that the use of annotations can reduce the likelihood of errors in the code. The argument arises as typical annotation use cases are likely to make code less error-prone. For annotations processed before run-time, two typical use cases are for static analysis and boilerplate code generation. Static analysis annotations can raise code problems early [6] , [9] and code generation annotations partially replace the error-prone process of implementing code [27] . For annotations processed at run-time, they are typically used for replacing conventional "side files" maintained in parallel with programs, and maintaining information directly in the program can simplify the development process and thus make code less error-prone [41] . To shed some light on whether the argument is valid in practice, we use the regression model described in Section 3.3 to investigate the correlation between annotation usage and code errorproneness.
For the considered three years of commit history, we have collected in total 1,296,342 data instances, i.e., files with data about response variable, experimental variable, and control measures described in Section 3.3. Among the data instances, the response variable nbbug is zero for 960,651 data instances, which means 74.1% of the files do not have any bug-fixing commits during the commit history considered. The hurdle regression model, which involves hurdle model for zero counts and count model for positive counts, is an ideal model for dealing data instances with "excess zero" characteristic. For our setting, the hurdle model corresponds to asking "Is there an association between using annotations and there being or not a fault in the file's history?". With the hurdle overcome, the count model equates to asking "For those files with at least one fault in their history, is there an association between using annotations and the number of faults in their history?".
Overall Impact
We first use the hurdle regression model on the entire 1,296,342 data instances, and the results are presented in Table 15 . The left column contains the coefficients of the hurdle model and the corresponding standard errors, and the right column contains the coefficients of the count model and the corresponding standard errors. It can be seen from the table that the coefficients for annotation uses are negative in both the hurdle and count models, which indicates that the use of annotations is negatively correlated with the likelihood of errors in the code. We can also see that the coefficients for the three control measures (codeside, nbCommit, and nbDev) are all positive in both models, which means that they are positively related with defect occurrence and this result is in line with previous studies [5] , [8] , [38] , [48] on the impact of these control measures on code error-proneness. Compared with the coefficients of the three control measures, the absolute values of the coefficients for annotation uses are much smaller in both models, which implies that the control measures have a dominant impact on code error-proneness. Note even though the absolute values of the coefficients for annotation uses are small, they are significant in both models (p value is less than 0.001). To further justify the use of hurdle regression model in our scenario where data instances have "excess zero" characteristic, we also fit the poisson regression model to the entire data and compare the corresponding residual sum of squares (RSS) [26] with that of the hurdle regression model. RSS is the sum of the squared differences between the actual data values and the predicted data values, and the smaller the RSS, the better the model fit. For our data, the RSS is 1,147,741 for the hurdle regression model and is 1,635,745 for the poisson regression model, which obviously shows that the hurdle regression model is the better model for our problem.
Impact on Different Groups
We further study the relation between annotation uses and code error-proneness when the control measures are big and small respectively. To this end, for each of the three control measures, we split the entire data instances into two groups according to the median value of the control measure, one group for which the control measure is less than or equal to the median value, and the other group for which the control measure is larger than the median value. We then apply the hurdle regression model to each group and compare the result of one group with that of the other group.
Group with different developer numbers
For control measure nbDev, the median value of the entire data instances for it is 1. To make both groups have the same control measures, we split the entire data instances by developer number according to value 2 (that is, nbDev ≤ 2 and nbDev > 2), and the results for applying the hurdle regression model to both groups are shown in Table 16 . It can be seen from the table that the coefficients for annotation uses in hurdle and count models are still negative in both groups, and the absolute values of the two coefficients in the "Fewer Developers" group is much larger than that in the "More Developers" group, which suggests that the relation between using annotations and code error-proneness is larger when fewer developers are involved with the code. This happens perhaps because annotations are typically used by a few contributors with high ownership of the code (see Section 4.2), and the "minor contributors" with low ownership will ignore them. For "More Developers" group, it is likely that there will be more less "minor contributors" with low ownership of the code.
Group with different commit numbers
For control measure nbCommit, the median value of the entire data instances for it is 2. We split the entire data instances by commit number according to this value (that is, nbCommit ≤ 2 and nbCommit > 2), and the results for applying hurdle regression model to both groups are shown in Table 17 . We again see from the table that the coefficients for annotation uses in hurdle and count models are negative in both groups, and the absolute values of the two coefficients in the "Fewer Commits" group is larger than that in the "More Commits" group, which suggests that the relation between using annotations and code errorproneness is larger when the code is less changed. The possible reason is with more commits made to the code, the annotations themselves are also more likely to subject certain kinds of changes defined in Section 3.2. In other words, the life-cycle of the annotations are relatively short or the annotations are more likely to have some problems, both of which will impact the value of annotations. 
Group with different code size
For control measure codesize, the median value of the entire data instances for it is 32. Again, we split the entire data instances by code size according to this value (that is, codesize ≤ 32 and codesize > 32), and the results for applying the hurdle regression model to both groups are shown in Table 18 . It can be seen from the table that the coefficients for annotation uses in both hurdle and count models become positive for "Smaller Size" group, and they are still negative for "Larger Size" group. This result suggests that the positive impact of annotations on making code less error-prone lies more in big files, and for small files, annotation uses can even have a negative impact. The possible reason is that small files are relatively simple in function and logic, which makes developers less likely to make mistakes. Consequently, the value of the additional information provided by annotations decreases for these small files. The negative impact for small files arises perhaps because developers can possibly use annotations in a wrong manner (see Section 5.2).
Finding 10:
There exists a small but significant relationship between annotation uses and code error-proneness: Java code with annotations tends to be less error-prone. The relationship is larger for bigger files as well as for files with fewer developers and commits. Implication 10: Java annotations in general should be encouraged to use as it can potentially lead to an improvement in software quality.
THREATS TO VALIDITY
Construct Validity. We search error related key words in the commit message to identify bug-fixing commits and use them as a proxy for defect occurrences. It is possible that developers do not use or use some other error related key words to describe a bug-fixing commit. Meanwhile, the commit messages for some other kinds of commits can possibly have error related key words. Thus, our classification method can incorrectly classify some commits. However, due to the large size of our dataset, it is extremely difficult to manually check each commit message. We sample some commits and the manual analysis shows that the accuracy of the classification is acceptable. In addition, several previous studies [37] Internal Validity. We sample 1,536 change instances for the 4 change types "ADD_ANN", "DEL_ANN", "CHANGE", and "UPDATE", and manually check them to study the characteristics of code independent annotation changes. This process may introduce errors. To reduce this threat as much as possible, the reported results about characteristics of code independent annotation changes are checked and confirmed by two authors of the paper. In addition, the complete results are made publicly available online to let readers gain a more deep understanding of our study and analysis.
External Validity. We use projects hosted on Github in this study, a potential threat to validity is whether the results will generalize to other projects hosted on other platforms. To reduce this threat, we use a large number of projects and these projects cover various domains. In addition, the used projects are all open-source projects and it can be possible that the characteristics of annotation uses in closed-source projects are different.
RELATED WORK
Empirical Study on Java Annotations. Using 106 open source Java projects as subjects, Rocha and Valente [50] empirically investigate what are the most widely used annotations and what kinds of program elements are more likely to be annotated. Compared with their work, our study is much more large scale and targets more fundamental questions related with annotation usage, annotation evolution, and annotation impact. Parnin et al. [44] use 40 open-source Java projects to study the adoption of Java generics and contrast it with the adoption of annotations. Dyer et al. [11] use projects on SourceForge to find uses of 18 Java language features over time, including the annotation feature. Both these two studies have shown that annotations are mainly adopted by few people in the development team, but it is not clear what kinds of developers are more likely to use annotations. Java Annotation Related Techniques. To detect more errors during compile time, Papi et al. [43] introduce a pluggable type checking system called Checker Framework. The framework first uses Java annotations to define type qualifiers and then uses annotation processing at compile time to enforce the semantics of the defined annotations. The type checkers can be used for achieving different kinds of checking, such as nullness analysis [9] , reference immutability [25] , implicit control flow [2] , locking discipline [13] and class immutability [6] . In light of the fact that a large amount of boilerplate code is used to traverse the Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs), Zhang et al. [54] present a framework called Shy which makes use of compile time annotation processing to generate generic code for various types of traversals.
Empirical Study on Other Java Language Features.
Basit et al. [3] use two case studies to investigate the usefulness of generics in removing redundant code. Tempero et al. [53] empirically investigate the use of inheritance and the inheritance structures in real-world programs. Tempero [52] also conducts an empirical study to see whether the principle of avoiding use of non-private fields is followed in practice. Grechanik et al. [20] use a large corpus to study how a set of language features are used by developers in practice. The studied features do not include new features introduced after JLS2 [17] such as annotation and generics. Hoppe and Hanenberg [23] empirically explore whether the use of Java generic can actually result in an increased developer productivity. To investigate how Java developers have adapted to the functional style of thinking, Mazinanian et al. [35] perform an empirical study to understand the use of Lambda Expressions in Java. Due to the increasing importance of optimizing energy consumption, Hasan et al. [22] investigate how different common operations on Java collections classes will consume energy. Kochhar and Lo [31] investigate how assertion uses are related with defect occurrence, code ownership and developer experience. Dietrich et al. [10] perform an empirical study to characterize the use and evolution of contracts in real Java programs. To better understand the usefulness and limitations of existing static analysis techniques in dealing with code that uses Java reflection API, Landman et al. [32] conduct an empirical study to characterize the usage of Java reflection API.
Annotation Languages. Many annotation languages have been proposed for different kinds of programming languages. These annotation languages typically aim to conduct certain kinds of program analysis. For Java, even before annotation is introduced as a language feature, there exist annotation languages used for verification and debugging [54] , for compile time checking [16] , and for both verification and compile time checking [30] . For C, annotation languages have been used for annotating control flows and function interface [36] [14] , for expressing synchronization assumptions [51] , and for specifying locking requirements [1] . For Ada, there exists an annotation language named ANNA [33] that can be used for specifying subprograms, packages, exceptions, and contexts.
CONCLUSION
Despite the ever-growing use of Java annotations, there is still limited empirical knowledge about the actual usage of annotations in practice, the changes made to annotations during software evolution, and the potential impact of annotations on code quality. In this paper, we perform the first large-scale empirical study about Java annotation usage, evolution, and impact over 1,094 open-source projects hosted on GitHub. Our study generates 10 interesting findings with important implications. These implications shed light for developers, researchers, tool builders, and language or library designers in order to improve all facets of Java annotation engineering.
